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Abstract
In a previous work, inspired by observations made in many agent-based -
nancial models, we formulated and presented the Market Fraction Hypothe-
sis, which basically predicts a short duration for any dominant type of agents,
but then a uniform distribution over all types in the long run. We then pro-
posed a two-step approach, a rule-inference step and a rule-clustering step,
to testing this hypothesis. We employed genetic programming as the rule in-
ference engine, and applied self-organizing maps to cluster the inferred rules.
We then ran tests for 10 international markets and provided a general ex-
amination of the plausibility of the hypothesis. However, because of the fact
that the tests took place under a GP system, it could be argued that these
results are dependent on the nature of the GP algorithm. This chapter thus
serves as an extension to our previous work. We test the Market Fraction
Hypothesis under two new dierent GP algorithms, in order to prove that
the previous results are rigorous and are not sensitive to the choice of GP.
We thus test again the hypothesis under the same 10 empirical datasets that
were used in our previous experiments. Our work shows that certain parts
of the hypothesis are indeed sensitive on the algorithm. Nevertheless, this
sensitivity does not apply to all aspects of our tests. This therefore allows
us to conclude that our previously derived results are rigorous and can thus
be generalized.
Introduction
There are several types of models in agent-based nancial markets literature. One
way of categorizing them is to divide them into the N -type models and the Santa-Fe In-
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stitute (SFI) like ones (Chen, Chang, & Du, 2010). The former type of model focuses on
the mesoscopic level of markets, by allowing agents to choose between dierent types of
strategies. A typical example is the fundamentalist-chartist model. Agents in this model
are presented by these two strategy types and at any given time they have to choose between
these two. Examples of such N -type models in the literature are (Brock & Hommes, 1998;
Amilon, 2008; Kirman, 1991, 1993; Lux, 1995, 1997, 1998; Winker & Gilli, 2001; Boswijk,
Hommes, & Manzan, 2007). A typical area of investigation, using these models, is fraction
dynamics, i.e., how the fractions of the dierent strategy types change over time. However,
what is not presented in most of these models is novelty-discovering agents. For instance,
in the fundamentalist-chartists example, agents can only choose between these two types;
they cannot create new strategies that do not fall into either of these types. On the other
hand, the SFI-like models overcome this problem by focusing on the microscopic level of the
markets. By using tools such as Genetic Programming (Koza, 1992), these models allow the
creation and evolution of novel agents, which are not constrained by pre-specied strategy
types. Such examples from the literature are (LeBaron, Arthur, & Palmer, 1999; Chen &
Yeh, 2001; Arifovic & Gencay, 2007; Martinez-Jaramillo & Tsang, 2009).1 However, these
kinds of models tends to focus on price dynamics, rather than fraction dynamics (Chen et
al., 2010).
In a previous work (Chen, Kampouridis, & Tsang, 2011; Kampouridis, Chen, &
Tsang, 2009), we combined properties from the N -type and SFI-like models into a novel
nancial model. We rst used Genetic Programming (GP) as a rule inference engine,
which created and evolved autonomous agents; we then used Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
(Kohonen, 1982) as a clustering machine, and thus re-created the mesoscopic level that the
N -type models represent, where agents were categorized into dierent strategy types. This
allowed us to test for the plausibility of the Market Fraction Hypothesis (MFH)(Chen et
al., 2010, 2011), which states that the fractions of trading strategy types that exist in a
nancial market constantly change over time.
However, because of the fact that an important part of our nancial model was based
on GP, we are interested in examining whether our previous derived results can hold under
dierent GP algorithms. Therefore in this chapter, we test the MFH under two dierent
GP algorithms, in order to prove that the previous results are rigorous and are thus not
dependent on the choice of the GP algorithm. Proving this is a very important task, because
it allows us to generalize our previously derived results.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: we rst present the MFH, along
with its testing methodology, and discuss the two dierent GP algorithms that are going to
be used for the tests in this chapter. We then present the experimental designs, and also
present and discuss the results of our experiments. Finally, we conclude this chapter and
discuss future work.
The Market Fraction Hypothesis
Within a market there exist dierent types of trading strategies. For instance,
the fundamentalist-chartist model informs us that in the market there are two types of
1We refer the reader to (Chen et al., 2010), which provides a thorough review on both N -type and SFI-like
models, along with a detailed list of them.
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strategies, the fundamental and the chartist. The MFH tells us that the fraction among
these types of strategies keeps changing (swinging) overtime. The following two statements
are the basic constituents of the MFH, as presented in (Chen et al., 2011; Kampouridis et
al., 2009).
1. In the short run, the fraction of dierent clusters of strategies keeps swinging over
time, which implies a short dominance duration for any cluster.
2. In the long run, however, dierent clusters are equally attractive and thus their
market fractions are equal.
The rst statement means that it is not possible for a single strategy type to dominate the
market by attracting an overwhelming fraction of market participants for many consecutive
periods. In other words, according to the MFH there is no such thing as a `winner type'.
Thus, an ex ante characterization of winners simply does not exist. Let us give an example
by again using the fundamentalist-chartist model. If at time t fundamentalists dominate the
market, the rst MFH property says that this should not happen for too long. Eventually
there should be a \switch", and chartists would take over as the dominant strategy in the
market. The term `dominance' will become technical for testing the MFH, and we shall
make it precise later in the chapter.
Let us now move to the second statement. If the above continuous happening, then
in the long run both fundamentalists and chartist should have occupied about the same
market share, i.e., about one half.2
What we shall do in this chapter is to test the above two MFH properties against
our empirical data, under the two new GP algorithms, and then compare these results
with the ones from the original chapter (Chen et al., 2011; Kampouridis et al., 2009).
The methodology followed in this chapter is the same as in the original one: we rst infer
trading strategies over dierent time periods. Afterwards, each strategy is clustered with
Self Organizing Maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1982). Each cluster denotes a trading strategy
type. Finally, we test the above two statements.
Tools
This section presents the two main tools used in order to test the MFH. These two
tools are GP and SOM. There is also a third tool, which we created for the purposes of
these tests, the Time-Invariant SOM. However, as this tool is derived from SOM, it will be
presented later in this chapter. The next sections present the GP and SOM tools.
GP algorithms
In this chapter, we use two dierent versions of a GP algorithm, namely EDDIE 7
and EDDIE 8, for testing the Market Fraction Hypothesis. Both of these versions should
be considered as extensions and improvements of the simple GP presented in Chen et al.
(2011); Kampouridis et al. (2009). For this reason, we rst present the simple GP. We then
2This idea is rst made rigorous by Kirman (Kirman, 1993), who attempted to solve a puzzling entomo-
logical problem, i.e., ants swinging among themselves within two identical sources of food.
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continue by presenting EDDIE 7 and EDDIE 8, and how they have extended the simple
GP.
Simple GP algorithm. The simple GP was inspired by a nancial forecasting tool,
EDDIE (Tsang, Li, & Butler, 1998; Tsang et al., 2000; Li & Tsang, 1999; Li, 2001), which
learns and extracts knowledge from a set of data. This set of data is composed of the daily
closing price of a stock, a number of attributes and signals. The attributes are indicators
commonly used in technical analysis (Edwards & Magee, 1992) and are considered by the
user to be relevant to the prediction.3 Table 1 presents the technical indicators that our
simple GP used.4
Table 1: Technical Indicators used by the simple GP. Each indicator uses 2 dierent periods, 12 and
50, in order to take into account a short-term and a long-term period. Formulas of our interpretation
for these indicators are provided in the appendix.
Technical Indicators (Abbreviation) Period
Moving Average (MA) 12 & 50 days
Trade Break Out (TBR) 12 & 50 days
Filter (FLR) 12 & 50 days
Volatility (VIX) 12 & 50 days
Momentum (Mom) 12 & 50 days
Momentum Moving Average (MomMA) 12 & 50 days
The signals are calculated by looking ahead of the closing price for a time horizon of
n days, trying to detect if there is an increase of the price by r% (Tsang et al., 2000). For
this set of experiments, n was set to 1 and r to 0. In other words, the GP was trying to use
some of the indicators above in order to forecast whether the daily closing price was going
to increase in the following day.
Furthermore, Figure 1 presents the Backus Naur Form (BNF) (Backus, 1959) (gram-
mar) of the GP. As we can see, the root of the tree is an If-Then-Else statement. Then
the rst branch is a boolean (testing whether a technical indicator is greater than/less
than/equal to a value). The `Then' and `Else' branches can be a new Genetic Decision Tree
(GDT), or a decision, to buy or not-to-buy (denoted by 1 and 0).
Thus, each individual in the population is a GDT and its output is a recommendation
to buy or not-buy. Each GDT's performance is evaluated by a tness function, presented
below.
If the prediction of the GDT is positive (1), and also the signal in the training data
for this specic entry is also positive (1), then this is classied as True Positive (TP). If the
3`User' here refers to the user of the GP system. Such a user could, for example, be a nancial expert,
who uses the system as an advisor for his predictions in the stock market.
4We use these indicators because they have been proved to be quite useful in developing investment
opportunity decision rules for forecasting rises and drops of the price in previous works like (Allen & Kar-
jalainen, 1999), (Austin, Bates, Dempster, Leemans, & Williams, 2004) and (Martinez-Jaramillo, 2007). Of
course, there is no reason not to use other information like fundamentals or limit order book information.
However, the aim of this work is not to nd the ultimate indicators for nancial forecasting.
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<Tree> ::= If-then-else <Condition> <Tree> <Tree> j Decision
<Condition> ::= <Condition> \And" <Condition> j
<Condition> \Or" <Condition> j
\Not" <Condition> j
Variable <RelationOperation> Threshold
<Variable> ::= MA 12 j MA 50 j TBR 12 j TBR 50 j FLR 12 j
FLR 50 j VIX 12 j VIX 50 j Mom 12 j Mom 50 j
MomMA 12 j MomMA 50
<RelationOperation> ::= \>" j \<" j \="
Decision is an integer, Positive or Negative implemented
Threshold is a real number
Figure 1. The Backus Naur Form of the simple GP
prediction is positive (1), but the signal is negative (0), then this is False Positive (FP).
On the other hand, if the prediction is negative (0), and the signal is positive (1), then this
is False Negative (FN), and if the prediction of the GDT is negative (0) and the signal is
also negative (0), then this is classied as True Negative (TN). These four together give
the familiar confusion matrix (Provost & Kohavi, 1998), which is also presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Confusion Matrix
Actual Positive Actual Negative
Positive Prediction True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP)
Negative Prediction False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN)
As a result, we can use the following 3 metrics:
Rate of Correctness
RC =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
(1)
Rate of Missing Chances
RMC =
FN
FN + TP
(2)
Rate of Failure
RF =
FP
FP + TP
(3)
Li (Li, 2001) combined the above metrics and dened the following tness function:
ff = w1 RC   w2 RMC   w3 RF (4)
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where w1, w2 and w3 are the weights for RC, RMC and RF respectively. Li states that these
weights are given in order to reect the preferences of investors. For instance, a conservative
investor would want to avoid failure; thus a higher weight for RF should be used. However,
Li also states that tuning these parameters does not seem to aect the performance of the
GP. For our experiments, we chose to include strategies that mainly focus on correctness
and reduced failure. Thus these weights have been set to 1, 1/6 and 1/2 respectively, and
are given in this way in order to reect the importance of each performance measure for
our predictions.
This concludes our brief presentation on the simple GP. Let us now continue by
presenting EDDIE 7 and how it extends its predecessor.
EDDIE 7. EDDIE 7 extends the simple GP by the introduction of a constrained
tness function, which allows to achieve lower RF at price of a higher RMC. The eective-
ness of this constrained tness function has been discussed in details in (Li, 2001; Tsang,
Markose, & Er, 2005). The constraint is denoted by R, which consists of two elements
represented by percentage, given by
R = [Cmin;Cmax];
where Cmin = PminNtr  100%, Cmax = PmaxNtr  100%, and 0  Cmin  Cmax  100%. Ntr is
the total number of training data cases, Pmin is the minimum number of positive position
predictions required, and Pmax is the maximum number of positive position predictions
required.
Therefore, a constraint of R = [50; 65] would mean that the percentage of positive
signals that a GDT predicts5 should fall into this range. When this happens, then w1
remains as it is (i.e. 1 in our experiments). Otherwise, w1 it takes the value of zero.
The BNF grammar of EDDIE 7 and the rest of the algorithm characteristics remain
the same as in the simple GP.
This concludes this short presentation of EDDIE 7. However, because of the fact
that both EDDIE 7 and the simple GP used pre-specied periods, we are also going to
use another algorithm, EDDIE 8, which allows the GP to search in the search space of the
technical indicators. This thus allows the GP to come up with solutions that its predecessors
cannot. The next section explains how EDDIE 8 does this.
EDDIE 8. Let us consider a function [y = f(x)], where the input x is the indicators
and the output y is the prediction made by EDDIE. The function f is unknown to the user
and is the GDTs that EDDIE generates in order to make its prediction. As we said earlier,
EDDIE 7 and the simple GP uses a number of indicators, with dierent pre-specied periods
(12 and 50 days). This therefore means that the input x consists of constants. EDDIE 8
uses another function z = g(x), which determines which indicator and which period should
be used. EDDIE 8 is not only searching in the space of GDTs, but also in the space of
indicators. It can thus return Genetic Decision Trees (GDTs) that are using any period
within a range that is dened by the user.
5As we have mentioned, each GDT makes recommendations of buy (1) or not-to-buy (0). The former
denotes a positive signal and the latter a negative. Thus, within the range of the training period, which is t
days, a GDT will have returned a number of positive signals
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<Tree> ::= If-then-else <Condition> <Tree> <Tree> j Decision
<Condition> ::= <Condition> \And" <Condition> j
<Condition> \Or" <Condition> j
\Not" <Condition> j
VarConstructor <RelationOperation> Threshold
<VarConstructor> ::= MA period j TBR period j FLR period j VIX period j
Mom period j MomMA period
<RelationOperation> ::= \>" j \<" j \="
Terminals:
MA, TBR, FLR, VIX, Mom, MomMA are function symbols
Period is an integer within a parameterised range, [MinP, MaxP]
Decision is an integer, Positive or Negative implemented
Threshold is a real number
Figure 2. The Backus Naur Form of EDDIE 8
As we can see from the new syntax at Figure 2, there is no such thing as a Variable
symbol in EDDIE 8. Instead, there is the VarConstructor function, which takes two chil-
dren. The rst one is the indicator, and the second one is the Period. Period is an integer
within the parameterized range [MinP, MaxP] that the user species.
As a result, EDDIE 8 can return decision trees with indicators like 15 days Moving
Average, 17 days Volatility, and so on. The period is not an issue anymore, and it is up
to EDDIE 8, and as a consequence up to the GP and the evolutionary process, to decide
which lengths are more valuable for the prediction.
The immediate consequence of this is that now EDDIE 8 is not restricted only to
the 12 indicators that EDDIE 7 and the simple GP use (which are still part of EDDIE
8's search space); on the contrary, it now has many more options available, thanks to this
enlarged search space. If the reader is interested in a comparative analysis between EDDIE
7 and EDDIE 8, we refer him to Kampouridis and Tsang (2010). Let us now continue by
presenting the other main tool used for the MFH experiments, which is Self Organizing
Maps.
Self Organizing Maps (SOM)
In the previous section we mentioned that each GDT is a trading strategy. If, for
instance the population of GDTs is 500, this means we have potentially 500 trading strate-
gies. However, this does not mean they are all completely dierent from each other. We
know very well from the GP bibliography (Koza, 1992; Poli, Langdon, & McPhee, 2008)
that towards the end of the training period, the population might have converged and thus
some trees might be the same. Moreover, it is much easier for computing purposes to have
types of strategies, rather than individual ones. In addition, BH also had types of strate-
gies/beliefs, rather than having a pool with many strategies. For these reasons, the 500
trading strategies derived from the GP were classied into 9 clusters.6 In order to classify
6The number of clusters at this point was set arbitrarily. Later in this work we examine the sensitivity
of the results if we tune this number.
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them, we used 33 Self-Organizing Feature Maps (SOM).
SOM is a type of articial neural networks that is trained using unsupervised learning,
in order to return a low-dimensional representation of the input layer, which in our case is
the recommendations of the GDTs. Associated with each cluster is a weight vector, which
has the same dimensions as the input data. During this procedure the centroid of each
cluster (hence the membership of each instance) is dynamically adjusted via a competitive
learning process. Eventually, the whole population of GDT recommendations is assigned to
dierent clusters and this is how we classify the trading strategies. Thus, the SOM output
will be 9 neurons (or clusters) in a two-dimensional lattice, presenting the input data in an
organised way, so that the similar strategies are clustered together.
(a) First semester of the year 2007 (b) Second semester of the year 2007
Figure 3. Two self-organized map constructed from the rules inferred using the daily data of
TAIEX, the rst half (the left panel) and the second half (the right panel) of 2007, respectively.
The main advantage of SOMs over other clustering techniques, such as K-means
(MacQueen, 1967), is that the former can present the result in a visualizable manner so
that we can not only identify these types of traders but also locate their 2-dimensional
position on a map, i.e., a distribution of traders over a map. This becomes more obvious if
we see Figure 3, which presents the results after running 33 SOM for a population of 500
individuals for the daily TAIEX7 data for the rst and second semester of 2007. As we can
see in these cases, there are usually a few strategies that are occupying the majority of the
population, whereas the rest of the strategies have signicantly less members. We can also
observe how the market fraction dynamics change from period to period.
Experimental Designs
This section summarizes the experimental designs. The experiments were conducted
for a period of 17 years (1991-2007) and the data was taken from the daily closing prices
of 10 international market indices. These 10 markets are: CAC 40 (France), DJIA (USA),
FTSE 100 (UK), HSI (Hong Kong), NASDAQ (USA), NIKEI 225 (Japan), NYSE (USA),
7Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index. Available from http://nance.yahoo.com
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S&P 500 (USA), STI (Singapore) and TAIEX (Taiwan). For each of these markets, we run
each experiment 10 times. To make it easier for the reader, we rst present the testing
methodology and results for a single run of the TAIEX dataset. Figure 4 presents the daily
closing price of TAIEX. We then proceed with presenting summary results over the 10 runs
for all datasets.
Each year was split into 2 halves (January-June, July-December), so in total, out of
the 17 years, we have 34 periods.8 The GP was therefore implemented 34 times. Table
3 presents the GP parameters for our experiments, which are the same as the ones in the
previous chapter. The behavior of each GDT can be represented by its series of market
timing decisions over the entire trading horizon. Therefore, the behaviour of each rule
is a binary string or a binary vector of 1s and 0s (buy and not-to-buy). The length or
the dimensionality of these strings or vectors is then determined by the length of trading
horizon, which in this study is 6 months, i.e., 125 days long; hence, the market timing vector
has 125 dimensions. Once each trading rule is concretized into its market timing vector, we
can then cluster these rules by applying SOM to the associated clusters.
Figure 4. Daily Closing Price for TAIEX:1991-2007
Here we should emphasize that the GP was only used for creating and evolving the
trading strategies. No validation or testing took place, as happens in the traditional GP
approach. The reason for this is that we were not using the GP for forecasting purposes;
instead, we were interested in using the GP as a rule inference engine which would evolve
protable trading strategies for a certain period of time. To be more specic, the GP was
used for each of the 34 periods to create and evolve trading strategies. After the evolution
of the strategies under a specic period, these strategies are not tested against another set.
This approach is consistent with Lo's Adaptive Market Hypothesis (Lo, 2004, 2005), which
8At this point the length of the period was chosen arbitrarily to 6 months. We leave it to a future research
to examine if and how this time horizon can aect our results.
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Table 3: GP Parameters. The GP parameters for our experiments are the ones used by Koza. Only
the tournament size has been changed (lowered), because we were observing premature convergence.
Other than that, the results seem to be insensitive to these parameters.
GP Parameters
Max Initial Depth 6
Max Depth 17
Generations 50
Population size 500
Tournament size 2
Reproduction probability 0.1
Crossover probability 0.9
Mutation probability 0.01
fw1, w2, w3g f1, 16 , 12g
Period (EDDIE 8) [2, 65]
states that the heuristics of an old environment are not necessarily suited to the new ones.9
Furthermore, our no-testing approach is also consistent with the well-tested overreaction
hypothesis (De Bondt & Thaler, 1985), which essentially states that top-ranked portfolios
are outperformed by bottom-ranked portfolios during the next period. Thus, after evolving
a number of generations (50 in this chapter), what stands (survives) at the end (the last
generation) is, presumably, a population of nancial agents whose market-timing strategies
are nancially rather successful. This population should, therefore, interest us in the spirit
of Lo's adaptive market process; therefore, we use them to test how those competitive
strategies perform in the future periods.
Finally, as we mentioned earlier, we used 33 SOM; therefore, we obtained a total
34 SOM (one per period), with 9 clusters each. In other words, in every period the 500
GDTs were placed in one of the nine clusters (i.e. the categories of the trading strategies)
of that SOM. From this point on, whenever we use the term `trading strategy type' we will
be referring to one of the nine clusters and each GDT will be a member of one of these nine
clusters.
Testing Methodology
After having presented the necessary tools and the experimental designs, we can now
proceed to present the testing methodology. Our methodology consists of three parts: GP,
SOM and the time-invariant SOM.
Let us start with GP. As we have already seen, we have used a simple GP in order
to generate and evolve trading strategies. However, there is a problem with comparing
trading strategies for dierent periods. This happens because we cannot compare the tness
9Lo names this possible situation as \maladaptive". He also uses the example of the opping of a sh
for a better understanding of behaviors under dierent environments: on dry land the opping might seem
meaningless, but under water, it is the opping that protects the sh from its enemies.
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function of a trading strategy (GDT) from one period with the tness function of a strategy
(GDT) for another period, since they were presented with dierent datasets (environments).
This also applies to clusters' comparison among dierent SOMs. Maps over time are
not directly comparable. In order to better understand this, consider Figure 3. The way
SOM works is that it creates the clusters after it is given a specic population of, in this case,
GDTs. When we have dierent periods with dierent populations, the nine clusters from
dierent periods will generally be dierent, because they represent dierent populations
of investment behaviors generated by dierent data environments. For example name the
bottom-left cluster of each SOM (Figure 3) as `Cluster 1'. Then we are saying that `Cluster
1' of the SOM derived using the data of 2007a in general will not be the same as `Cluster 1'
of the SOM derived from the data using 2007b. Quite likely, they have dierent centroids
(weighting vectors), representing dierent investment behaviors. This, therefore, makes the
strategy types incomparable crossing dierent periods.
In order to tackle this problem, we introduce a time-invariant SOM based on the idea
of emigrating and reclustering, which is the third and last part of our testing methodology.
The remainder of this section thus presents these \translations" needed in order to make
SOM from dierent periods comparable so as to our tests for the MFH.
Emigrating As we just mentioned, after obtaining the trading strategies from GP, we
cannot directly compare them with strategies from other periods, because each period has its
own dataset. Therefore it is necessary to have all periods use the same dataset as a common
base. In other words, all GDTs that derived from each period emigrate to a common base
period. What we mean by \emigrating" is that all GDTs from each period are applied
to the dataset of the common base period. Therefore, after applying a GDT to the new
dataset, new signals are created. In this way, the behavioral vectors of all GDTs derived
from dierent periods are re-built based on the same ground and hence become comparable.
In this chapter, we choose the second half of 2007 (2007b) as the base period.10
Reclustering Reclustering or time-invariant SOM is the second part of the translations,
which allows SOM clusters to be compared throughout dierent periods. We again use 2007b
as the common base period. This time, we keep the centroids of the clusters, originally
derived from the common base period, xed and assign the behavior vectors from other
periods (emigrated GDTs) to one of the clusters of 2007b. This reclustering is conducted in
the following way: the behavior vector of each emigrated GDT is compared to each centroid
of the nine clusters and it will then be assigned to the one with minimum Euclidean distance.
We do this period by period from 1991a to 2007a. 33 SOM are constructed in this way11,
and now these SOM can be directly compared to each other given that they all share the
same centroids. Figure 5 presents 4 of these 34 SOMs. We will then use them to test
Hypothesis 1 and 2.
10The base period was chosen arbitrarily. However, which base period is chosen does not aect the results.
112007b does not need reclustering, since we use it as the base period.
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(a) First semester of the year 2006 (b) Second semester of the year 2006
(c) First semester of the year 2007 (d) Second semester of the year 2007
Figure 5. SOM of Trading Strategies After \Translating": Samples from TAIEX Cells (1,1), (1,2),
(2,1) and (2,2) correspond to period 2006a, 2006b, 2007a, and 2007b, respectively. Except for the
last one, 2007b, the other three are reconstructed by using 2007b as the base period.
Results
This section presents the results of our tests. In addition, because we do not know
how many types of strategies exist in the markets, we also experiment with the number of
clusters. Thus, we repeat the two Tests for 8 times, for clusters 2-9. Furthermore, since we
are interested in comparing our results with the ones under simple GP, let us briey mention
those original results from (Chen et al., 2011; Kampouridis et al., 2009): overall, evidence for
the MFH was weak for the majority of the datasets tested. More specically, Test 1 showed
that a small number of clusters drives the short-dynamics further away from the expectations
of the MFH. Thus, evidence for the MFH gets stronger as the number of clusters increases.
On the other hand, Test 2 showed the opposite picture: MFH evidence gets weaker, when
the number of clusters increases. More details about each Test's individual results follow in
their respective sections. Let us now see what happens if instead of the simple GP, we test
the MFH under EDDIE 7 and EDDIE 8.
Test 1-The Short-Run Test
The rst hypothesis regards the short-run dynamics of market fraction. Each type
of trader can be a dominant group (majority) for some of the time, but the duration
of its dominance can only be temporal. It is desirable to have an objective measure of
how persistent a dominant cluster can be. To do so, we need an operational meaning
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of dominance. Even though there is no unique way of doing this, we nd the following
threshold to be quite general and useful.
DS =
1 + p
N + p
; (5)
where DS denotes a threshold, N the number of clusters and p is a free parameter to
manipulate the degree of dominance. By varying the parameter p, one can therefore have
an operational meaning that is consistent with our intuition regarding dominance. For
example, if N = 2 (a two-type model) and p = 2, a cluster can be dominant only if its
market fraction is greater than a DS of 75% , a standard much higher than just breaking
the tie (one half). Clearly, the higher the p, the higher the threshold. We set p = 2, as in
the original chapter.
Furthermore, we need to be precise on what we mean by short duration for a dominant
type. Here, any specic number may be arbitrary; after all, short is only a matter of
degree. We, therefore, rst present the statistics of duration observed for each type. Figure
6 presents the averages, over 10 runs, for the average and maximum dominance duration
for number of clusters 2-9. Average duration refers to the average number of consecutive
periods that the clusters of a certain period remained dominant. If for instance we have
N = 3 clusters and Cluster 1 remained dominant for 5 periods, Cluster 2 for 8, and Cluster
3 for 8, then the average duration would be equal to (5 + 8 + 8)=3 = 21=3 = 7 periods.
Regarding the maximum duration, the answer would be 8 in the example above. After
this process is repeated for all periods and for all 10 runs, we then calculate the averages
of average duration and maximum duration. What we observe in Figure 6 is that the
dominance duration decreases as the number of clusters increases, for both EDDIE 7 (top)
and EDDIE 8 (bottom). This suggests that while we move from lower to higher numbers
of clusters, the empirical results show stronger evidence of the MFH. Of course, we should
not neglect that both maximum duration graphs suggest that there is always a cluster that
remains dominant for a number of periods greater than the average. Thus the short-run
dynamics indicates the appearance of long-lasting dominant clusters. Furthermore, what
seems to happen for all datasets is that there are always a few clusters that have strong
dominance over the 34 periods, whereas the rest have very low. The low average dominance
duration we see for a high number of clusters can be therefore explained by the extremely
low dominance duration of the majority of clusters.
It should also be noted that these observations are inline with the original ones from
Chen et al. (2011); Kampouridis et al. (2009). However, it should be stated that the GP
algorithms in this chapter seem to have slightly worsened the results. Especially in the case
of average maximum duration, both EDDIE 7 and 8 results show a signicant increase in
the duration period. In the original paper, results started in the range of 4-11 periods for
the 2  1 SOM, for all datasets, and nished in the range of 3-8 periods, under the 3  3
SOM. However, the results in this chapter start in the range of 8-17 (EDDIE 7) and 7-15
(EDDIE 8) periods, and nish in the range of 4-9 (EDDIE 7) and 3-8 (EDDIE 8). What
we can thus conclude from this test is that both versions of EDDIE have increased the
dominance duration of the few clusters with strong dominance.
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(a) Test 1-Average-EDDIE 7 (b) Test 1-Max-EDDIE 7
(c) Test 1-Average-EDDIE 8 (d) Test 1-Max-EDDIE 8
Figure 6. Test 1: Summary Results for Averages (left) and Maximums (right). The x-axis presents
the summary results under dierent numbers of clusters. The graphs at the top present the EDDIE
7 results, whereas the ones at the bottom present the EDDIE 8 results.
Test 2-The Long-Run Test
The second hypothesis that we can form relates to the long-term distribution of
market fraction behavior. Here we expect that the long-term market fraction is even. In
other words, if we have N types of traders, their long-term frequency of appearance should
be close to 1N . Let Cardit be the number (cardinality) of traders in Cluster i in time period
t.
NX
i=1
Cardit =M; 8t (6)
In our current setting, M , the total number of traders, is 500. The long-term his-
togram can be derived by simply summing the number of traders over all periods and
dividing it by a total of M  T (# of periods),
wi =
PT
t=1Cardit
M  T (7)
What we want to investigate here is whether the clusters have equal fractions in the
long run. In order to test this, we need to observe the empirical distribution of wi. Let us
denote this distribution as fX . The optimal case is of course when all fractions' cardinality
is exactly equal. Let us call this distribution fY , which is the uniform one; thus, fY = 1N ,
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(a) Test 2-EDDIE 7
(b) Test 2-EDDIE 7
Figure 7. Test 2: Dierence of distribution fX from the uniform distribution for EDDIE 7 (top)
and EDDIE 8 (bottom). The x-axis presents the results under dierent numbers of clusters.
where N is the number of clusters. In order to give a measure on how far fX is away
from the uniform, we simply use entropy as a metric. Hence what we do is to calculate the
entropy of both distributions. For the discrete random variable, the entropy is dened as:
Entropy =  
NX
i=1
Pi lnPi (8)
where Pi is the fraction of each cluster. It is well known that for the uniform distribution
Entropy(Y ) = lnN . Thus, the closer Entropy(X) is to Entropy(Y ), the closer X is to
the uniform distribution. After calculating X's entropy, we then nd its dierence from the
uniform distribution. After obtaining the entropies over 10 runs for each dataset, we rst
calculate the average of these runs. We then divide each one of these averages with the
benchmark entropy and thus obtain 10 dierent ratios (one per dataset). Of course, this
ratio is maximized when the two entropies are equal, and therefore their ratio is equal to
1. Thus, the higher the ratio, the closer to the uniform the empirical distribution will be.
Figure 7 presents these ratios for all datasets.
What we observe from this gure is that the ratios tend to decrease as the number
of clusters increases (thus, the dierence between the two distributions increases). This
observation holds for both EDDIE 7 and 8. Furthermore, when only a small number of
strategy types exist, we get closer to the uniform distribution, which implies that in the
long run the clusters are equally competitive. Such a high diversity of the two distributions
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Table 4: Minimum number of clusters required to pass the fraction thresholds of 90, 95, and 99%
CA40 DJIA FTSE100 HSI NASDAQ NIKEI NYSE S&P STI TAIEX
EDDIE 7 90% 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 4
95% 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 5
99% 7 7 8 7 7 7 8 8 8 8
EDDIE 8 90% 5 5 5 4 4 3 4 5 4 5
95% 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 6 5 6
99% 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 8
(especially with a high number of clusters) indicates again that the strong dominance for
a few clusters continues to exist, even in the long run. Therefore, after combining Tests 1
and 2, we can have a quite clear picture. Clusters tend to dominate for long periods and
this dominance is usually interchanged between a few clusters.
To make this argument even clearer, we also present Table 4, which shows the min-
imum number of clusters required to pass certain fraction thresholds. The three targeted
values given in the table are 90%, 95% and 99%. Since the purpose is to see whether only
a small number of clusters is required, we started with a larger number clusters, namely,
nine, and see how much reduction we can make. If the target is to cover 90% of the market
participants, then most markets need four to ve types, and if target is even higher to 95%,
then most markets need ve to six types. This basically agrees with our previous ndings
that only a few clusters dominate the market. The fractions of the remaining clusters are
marginal.
The above observations are also very similar to those made in the original paper (Chen
et al., 2011). However, once again the results in this chapter seem to have got slightly worse.
In our previous work, the above ratios for low SOM dimensions (e.g. 2  1) were in the
range of 0.82-0.99, for all datasets. Hence, some of the empirical distributions were very
close to the uniform, which of course indicates a support for Test 2. On the other hand, this
does not happen here, where the dierence of fX from fY is quite big for both GPs, with
their maximum ratios not exceeding 0.83 (EDDIE 7), and 0.91 (EDDIE 8), respectively.
Thus there is no support for Test 2 in this work.
Conclusion
This work used two dierent GP algorithms, EDDIE 7 and EDDIE 8, to test previ-
ously derived results of the Market Fraction Hypothesis (Chen et al., 2011; Kampouridis et
al., 2009). Our goal was to show that our previously derived results were rigorous and can
thus be generalized, regardless the choice of the GP algorithm. Overall, results have shown
the same patterns across all three GP algorithms. We found that, even in the long run,
the market tends to favor few types of agents, hence the property of the long-term uniform
distribution does not hold. Secondly, while most types of agents cannot be dominant con-
secutively for more than 2 years, a few exceptions can sustain up to 8 years. Finally, while
the results above are qualitatively insensitive to the number of types, a parameter set in
the test, we only need four to ve types (ve to six types), to account for the behavior of
90% (95%) of market participants, a result which is rst established in Aoki (2002). These
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observations are quite signicant, because they allow us to draw some important conclusions
about the microstructure of nancial markets.
In general, we can say that the number of clusters does not really aect the markets'
microstructure dynamics. As we move to a higher number of strategy types, evidence for
Test 1 gets stronger, while evidence for Test 2 becomes weaker. This applies to all three
algorithms. Nevertheless, the introduction of both EDDIE versions has shown a minor
deterioration in the individual test results. Thus, evidence for the MFH has got even
weaker. While the results for a high number of clusters do not seem to be aected, since all
3 algorithms suggest a rejection of the hypothesis, this is not the case with a lower number
of clusters. For instance, under the simple GP tests, there were a few datasets that would
show support for Test 2 under a very low SOM dimension, e.g. 2  1. However, this does
not happen any more, with any of the EDDIE versions. There is even less support for
the MFH under EDDIE 7 and 8. Our explanation for this is that the constrained tness
function that both versions share is responsible for this, although we cannot yet explain
how. This will be the next step of our research. More specically, if we completely loosen
the constraints in the tness function of EDDIE 7, we will end up with the simple GP
algorithm. We can thus start from there and then ne-tune the constraint parameters, so
that we can experiment with looser and tighter constraints. This should allow us to observe
how the MFH results are aected by the constrained tness function. We believe that
this will give us a better idea of why the MFH results in this chapter are dierent to the
original ones (under low SOM dimensions). Finally, as there are no signicant dierences
between EDDIE 7 and EDDIE 8, we have concluded that EDDIE 8's new grammar is not
responsible for the changes in the MFH results.
Appendix
Technical Indicators
The following section presents the technical indicators that the GP is using, along
with their formulas. We performed a sort of standardization in order to avoid having a
very large range of numbers generated by GP, because this would increase the size of the
search space even more. Given a price time series [P (t), t  0], and a period of length L,
Equations 1-6 present these formulas.
Moving Average (MA)
MA(L,t) =
P (t)  1L
LP
i=1
P (t  i)
1
L
LP
i=1
P (t  i)
(9)
Trade Break Out (TBR)
TBR(L,t) =
P (t) maxfP (t  1); : : : ; P (t  L)g
maxfP (t  1); : : : ; P (t  L)g (10)
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Filter (FLR)
FLR(L,t) =
P (t) minfP (t  1); : : : ; P (t  L)g
minfP (t  1); : : : ; P (t  L)g (11)
Volatility (VIX)
VIX(L,t) =
(P (t); : : : ; P (t  L+ 1))
1
L
LP
i=1
P (t  i)
(12)
Momentum (Mom)
Mom(L,t) = P (t)  P (t  L) (13)
Momentum Moving Average (MomMA)
MomMA(L,t) =
1
L
LX
i=1
Mom(L; t  i) (14)
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